
%Avoiding Deception
Topics You Always Wanted a Sermon On - Part 2

Romans 12:1-2

While in Florida last month with my family, we played a game called *Wits and Wagers". It's
a game where you are given a question that has a numeric answer - sometimes you have a
vague idea of the answer, other times you have no clue. Here are a few of the sample questions:
• How many licks does it take to get to the center of a tootsie pop?
•  In inches, what is the most snow that has fallen on a US location in a 24-hour period
• What percentage of bank robberies are committed by women?
•  In what year was the microchip invented?
• How many columns go across the front of the Lincoln Memorial?

• How many different shapes of pasta are there?
• As of 2007, how many different colors of Crayola crayons were there?

Each person then makes a guess of what the actual answer is without going over - that last part
is like "^The Price is Right". But your guess is only a small part of the game. Everyone's
answers are then lined up and you have some chips to bet on which of the guesses is closest to
the correct answer without going over. It is a fun, frustrating, & addicting type game which is
quite hilarious at times. (Let me share just one answer with you - a team of20 Purdue
engineering students did the lick test of the tootsie pop and found it takes an average of 252
licks to get to the tootsie roll center. Now isn 'tyour life more fulfilled now that you know that!
Actually some of you may want to go out and test that 252 lick number!)

One of the questions had to do with UFOs or aliens — 1 didn't write it down but it was
something like ̂ What percentage of Americans believe in UFOs" or *^What percentage of
Americans believe aliens have visited the earth". I can tell you that none of our guesses was
anywhere close! It immediately made me think of the question that was submitted last fall for us
to consider in this *^Topics You Always Wanted a Sermon On" series.

The full question submitted was: Do a sermon on deception like UFOs, Bigfoot - how to
avoid deception and the importance of staying in the truth.

Deception has been a human problem since the Garden of Eden where Eve was deceived by the
serpent. Avoiding deception & staying in the truth is very important if we're going to live life
wisely. So this is a very important question for any time, but especially today where deception is
becoming so rampant. This is also a question that broadens our usual teaching in sermons since
we primarily deal with spiritual deception. This question is really asking how do we avoid
deception in areas that are not directly spoken of in Scripture? There are no direct Bible verse
on Bigfoot or UFOs. Yet Scripture helps us in ALL of life! So how can the Bible help us avoid
deception in areas where it doesn't directly speak on the topic. The final reason this question
intrigued me was that in the early 1970s, I made a UFO and sent it up into the sky to deceive
people. You'll have to wait until later in our time to learn about that.
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PROPOSITION: Avoiding deception takes practice and is dependent on our willingness to
regular see the grace of God, commit to sacrifice for Jesus, challenge our desire to be "liked" by
culture and regularly allow scripture to transform our thinking.

I. Some recent deceptions
Let's start with a couple of clear deceptions uncovered in the news the last 2 weeks.

A. Healthy diet cured cancer
Two weeks ago, wellness blogger Belle Gibson was declared guilty of deceiving
people for a profit. She claimed that she had cancer in her blood, spleen, uterus, liver
and brain. She claimed to have shunned conventional medicine and healed herself

with eating the right kind of foods. Her app, cook book and company, called "The
Whole Pantry," made over V2 million dollars from people believing her claims that
you could overcome brain cancer with diet. The only problem is that none of it was
true. Ms. Gibson never had cancer. She lied. To make matters worse, she claimed to
be giving most of the profits, ticket sales and other income away to key humanitarian
groups ~ of course, none of that was true either.

B. Dropping a penny from a skyscraper will kill someone
That deception hurt many - what about things we have believed for decades. How
many were told that if you drop a penny from a skyscraper, that it would kill
someone on the road below if it hit them? That statement started when the Empire
State Building was built (we could play wits and wagers and ask what year that was -
no looking at your phone). Two weeks ago, USA Today reported on the experiments
of Louis Bloomfield, professor of physics at the University of Virginia, who dropped
pennies on himself from balloons hundreds of feet in the air - representing the height
of a skyscraper. He found that none even left a bruise ~ instead they felt more like
very small hail. The reason the pennies didn't hurt him, let alone kill him, was simple
- the shape of the penny, with its' flat surfaces, makes it aerodynamically unstable -
that is there is more than one force acting on them. Rather than going straight down
just by gravitv> they flutter, slowing down the descent a lot. Now I don't advise
dropping pennies out of skyscrapers because it is not helpful to others and it is not
harmless in other ways - but all of us who believed a penny dropped from a
skyscraper would kill someone were deceived - we believed something that simply
isn't true. Now a ball-bearing weighing as much as a penny dropped from that height
is a different story.

C. White woman abducted & raped by three black men
On March 8^*^, reports came out of Denison, Texas, that an 18 year old white gal was
kidnapped and raped by three masked black men. Breana Harmon Talbott had entered
a church crying frantically with blood on her clothes saying she had been attacked in
the woods behind the church. Fear gripped the town. Her mom issued heart-felt pleas
for witnesses to step forward. The internet was a buzz on several fronts. Problem was,
it was all a hoax - a very convincing deception. But right from the start, things didn't
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add up for the police as they investigated more objectively. Late this week, Breana
admitted she cut herself and made up the story that deceived the whole area, caused a
rise in racism and made it tougher for women genuinely attacked in the future.

D. Recent fake news/click bait

Today, the biggest area of deception is the internet. There you have tons of fake news.
The latest this week; That Trey Gowdy, US House representative from South Carolina
arranged for the body of Vince Foster to be exhumed (that is, dug up) as part of an
investigation into former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. FALSE - fake news
from haters of Hilary Clinton. A photo with the claim that a Muslim woman walked
uncaringly right past terrorist victims on the bridge in London as she looked at her
phone. That's not what happened according to the photographer. (It is also a big
reminder you can't believe pictures in our day especially with Photoshop software).
Fake claims by haters of Muslims. Other articles claimed lawyers for President
Trump sent "cease and desist" letters to a teen who had made a website 3 weeks
before where you could hit pictures of the president with kitten paws. TOTALLY
FALSE. The website name wasn't even registered until the day after the article, there
were no legal actions by the President's people and the supposed website directs you
to pom. FAKE NEWS from haters of President Trump. There is NOTHING
TRUE in any of these, but they are passed on, as truth, by ideologues who are blinded
by their beliefs and don't take time to seek the tmth. Then there is click bait ~ those
outrageous internet headlines that are only there to make money - tmth is irrelevant.
They just need to find groups gullible enough to believe their deception so they can
make money. If you see a sensational or unbelievable headline the chances of it
being true are almost ZERO, Do you really want to enrich and empower people
putting out such deception? And while we are on that, why do so many Americans on
Facebook believe those statements on quizzes that only the smartest, or native
Vermonter or highest educated or whatever can get 7 right. Every one of those is a
bogus claim - not one is right, yet people comment them all and I'm notfrom
Vermont. Where is the love of tmth!!! (Deep breath - Calm down Neal - time to calm
down - OK let's get to the truth which is scripture.)

IT Biblical foundation for recognizing deception Romans 12:1-2; Jeremiah 23:16-32
So how do we avoid deception? First remember that since we aren't God, but finite,
imperfect humans, we CAN NOT avoid all deception. What we can do is again make
truth an essential value to living life wisely in this broken world. Second, we can
practice discernment - we can regularly work at recognizing truth & falsehood using
the Bible as our guide. Third, we can then apply the principles and practices we
learn from spiritual discernment to areas that are not directly spoken of by the Bible.
There are two main passages I have listed on point 2 in your outline. Jeremiah 23:16-
32 is an incredibly powerful passage on recognizing deception - but it focuses more
on recognizing the false teachers & types of messages. So I will leave that passage to
your additional study this week. Romans 12:1-2 gives us a couple steps that helps us
prepare to test if something is really from God. That is the passage we are going to
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focus on today. Look at the last sentence in verse 2. READ. God is giving us some
steps that will help us test whether our thoughts & feelings about God's will are true.
These steps will also help keep us from deception - either by others or by ourselves.

A. Overwhelmed by the goodness of God "in view of God's mercy"; Gen 3:1
The passage starts with being overwhelmed with the goodness of God. Romans 12:1,
"Therefore, I urge you, brothers and sisters, in view of God's mercy" - in view of
the good things that God has done in our lives which are far beyond anything we
deserve. The first 11 chapters of Romans has detailed God's rich mercy - from every
human's sinfulness, to God taking the initiative to rescue us when we were His
enemy, to Jesus dying on the cross to pay the penalty of our sins even thougli-wc are
the ones who have done the \\iung, to new life through faith in Jesus! This is the
gospel - the good news of Jesus. So any protection from deception is going to start
with us seeing a GOOD GOD. If we don't see God for who He rightly is, we'll be
deceived. This was a key part of^atan's deception of Eve - he started by putting
doubt into her mind about the goodness of God and His commands. hiding
something good from you,*' satan implied. Think about it - when we are in victim
mode orfeeling sorry for ourselves or frustrated with God's ways or thinking we
don't need God, that is when we make some really foolish decisions and are more
easily led astray. God is good, all the time - when we lose that, we are at greater risk
of deception, no matter what the area.

B. Regularly committing to sacrifice for Jesus "offer bodies as living sacrifice"
Our passage continues, "offer your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and pleasing to
God." Offering our bodies as living sacrifices means we are offering to give up our
wants and desires for God's purposes. We are daily committing to sacrifice for Jesus,
Another way to say this is that we commit to doing God's will in advance of knowing
it. "My answer is yes, Lord, what is the question." So much deception happens to
Christians because they don't want to sacrifice, but want an easier life now. They
come insisting God do things for them and assume what they want must be God's
will. II Thes 2:9-11 speaks about the massive deception of the future antichrist. The
passage clearly states that a key reason people will believe his lies and deception is
because they "refused to love the truth." We need to let go of "self & "pride" -
which being willing to sacrifice indicates - if we want to know the truth & avoid
deception.

C. Don't make pleasing/fitting in to culture a goal "do not conform to the pattem of this world"
The 3"^^ prerequisite to know God's will and keep from being deceived is found in the
beginning of Romans 12:2, "do not conform to the pattern of this world". Don't
just believe and think like other people around you. That means we can NOT make
"fitting in" or "pleasing the crowd" a primary pursuit of our life. That will keep us
from being able to discern God's will & truth. X^y reason some church goers
believe unbiblical things today is that they don't want to our culture to think of them
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as bigoted, foolish, narrow-minded or unscientific. The culture around us is not
Biblically based - don't seek their approval or you will be deceived.

D. Allow scripture to transform your thinking "be transformed by renewing of your mind"
Instead we want to base our view of what is true - on the revelation of God which is

found in the Bible. So our 4^*^ prerequisite step here is to allow scripture to transform
our thinking. As Romans 12:2 continues "but be transformed by the renewing of
your mind." In this step, we make the foundational truths of the Bible, foundational
to how we think. For example, currently our society claims everyone is basically good
- and that leads to faulty conclusions and deception. But the Bible clearly says that
every human is a sinner that falls short of God's glory. If we let that Bible truth (& the
flip side that all humans have been made in the image of God) - if we let those Bible
truths transform our thinking, then we are in position to know the truth & not be
deceived.

E. Test the claims in light of God's truth/will I John 4:1; "then you will be able to test"
I Thess 5:21-22

Notice that these 4 prerequisite steps don't automatically keep us from deception by
themselves - another step is needed. As verse 2 states, "then you will be able to test
and approve what God's will is." The four preliminary steps i3ut us in the position to
know the truth, but we still need to test the claims being made - we can't just go by
how they seem on the outside, how we feel about them, who is saying them or what
the pictures look like. This idea of "testing" is key in many other passages dealing
with deception. I John 4:1, "dear friends, do not believe every spirit (that is every
spiritual claim), but test the spirits (those spiritual statements) to see whether they
are from God." I Thessalonians 5:21 we are to test every prophecy - every claim
people say is from God - then hold onto the good and reject all other. This "testing" is
not radical cynicism that doesn't believe anything (which is really radical selfism or
pride), but it is straightforward scrutinizing and checking.

F. Practice Heb 5:14 "by constant use have trained themselves"

Finally^^ Scripture encourages us to practice this discernment process. Hebrews
5:14 reminds us that it is by constantly applying Bible truths to life that we train
ourselves to be able to distinguish between good and evil ~ right and wrong -
deception and truth. This is a step I see few Christians putting any effort into ...
- they see something that fits their political thoughts & they hit "like" or "share"

without testing if it is true
- some movie or book moves them emotionally, and they assume it must be fine

without thinking about the values that are being taught or examples made.

III. Applying this to UFOs, Big Foot and other modem day claims not directly mentioned in scripture
This same process is also POWERFUL for avoiding deception and finding the truth in areas
that are NOT directly spoken of in the Bible.
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A. Regularly seeing the grace of God
Take regularly seeing the grace of God around us. Groups that are more susceptible
to fake news are those who demonize others different from themselves. They don't
see common grace in all and they let fear mislead them. OR take those who seek to
contact the dead, go to fortune tellers or seek healing through the para-normal - all
things forbidden by God - often do so because they just focus on their hurt, frustration
or grief. In the process, they become deceived by evil spirits because they just want
immediate relief. Any claimed sighting of a dead relative is just an appearance of a
demon in the form of the dead relative. Biblical contentment in an imperfect world -
regularly seeing God's mercy - is not just important for wise money management &
positive human relationships - it is also invaluable to be able to spot deception when
we take time to test things.

B. Sacrificing for Jesus
Regularly sacrificingfor Jesus means we continually give up things we want for
God. Most Americans don't want to sacrifice - just give out of their excess or help
when it is easy. So they are more at risk for deception. Take the huge amount of faulty
health claims out there - those actions being done are not going to result in the "no
sickness, no problems, no pain" people are expecting. According to a major report
just put out this week by researchers at John Hopkins, many people who eat great
diets, get lots of exercise, and don't smoke are still going to get cancer - because
2/3rds of cancers come from random genetic mutations we have no control over. NowJ^
it is NOT that diet, exercise and stopping smoking aren't helpmrTifHecreasing cancer
- this study said that 30% came directly from those & some cancers, like lung cancers,
mainly come from our actions & environment. But there is this faulty & deceptive
idea out there that thinks you can stop all problems by human actions. And it is
causing a number of people to become incredibly self-focused as weUas fearful of the
wrong things. When we regularly sacrifice for Jesus - we are more ready to
understand the sacrifices that are just a regular part of life in this broken world.

On a more humorous note in terms of fearing the wrong things: Vending machines kill
13 times more people every year than alligators - and that doesn't include any effects
of eating what was in those machines. Alligators, on average, only kill 1 person
worldwide every year - crocodiles, on the other hand, kill 1,000 humans a year. Why
people are so afraid of sharks 1 will never know as they kill only 5 people a year, but
those cute little deer kill 130 - yup from car crashes. Lions are fierce, killing 250
people a year, but those loveable elephants are far more dangerous at double that.
Scorpions dwarf ̂l^ose mentioned killing over 3200 humans a year. And n^i^^

creaft^j^sW^go-f humans - the mosquito killing over a million people a year,
primarily through transmitting malaria.

Challenge our desire to be "liked" by culture
Cultural confonnity affects what we can be deceived by. Take the area of aliens &
UFOs. Since the 1950's our culture has gone through major ups & downs of belief in
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this area, In other words, it is not objective evidence that has changed but what others
in culture think. Even now, according to the 2012 National Geographic poll, 77% of
Americans believe that aliens have visited Earth - a figure none of my family came
close to guessing that in our "Wits and Wagers*^ game. Yet a 2015 Newsweek poll
claimed that 54% of Americans believe there are intelligent aliens and another study I
found put the number between 24-30%. Those are big differences probably reflecting
the group someone was in. For those of us who came through the 1990s and the X-
files, it seems that "belief in UFOs and Aliens decreased since the Internet."
Actually, those who believe aliens have come to earth and the government is covering
up the evidence are still strong, but they tend to just be talking to others who already
believe the same thing - what is called an Internet "echo chamber". How are you
going to know whether the claims that those white trails you see in the sky behind jets
are actually ordered by our government to secretly spray stuff into the atmosphere
(known as the chemtrails conspiracy theory) or that the International Space Station is
regularly visited by aliens unless you get out of the echo chambers and don't seek the
approval of the culture promoting these? Peer pressure greatly increases deception -
as does constant belligerence, but that is a theme for a different time.

D. Apply scriptural principles
Of course every chance we can, we want to apply scriptural principles to these claims
of truth in areas the Bible doesn't speak directly. Take Bigfoot. People - primarily in
the Northwest - claim there are large, dark, hairy creatures that walk on two legs. Now
the Bible doesn't say anything about the existence or non-existence of Bigfoot, but
scripture is clear that there is a major difference between humans and animals on this
planet. In other words, if Bigfoot exists it is NOT a humanoid - half human, half
animal. There are scriptural principles that apply in any area which are important to
identify & commit to before letting our imagination take off. Equally true, we need to
beware of those people who try to prove things with just a word or phrase from the
Bible. Those are almost always deception.

E. Actually practice testing claims (and observing your track record)
Finally, we actually practice testing the claims using the thinking abilities God has
given us and the historical observations of what processes help avoid deception - like
logic principles. In terms of Bigfoot, scientists are very skeptical of its existence
because there isn't a population big enough to breed without extinction over long
time, they have discovered hoaxes and there are clear mis-identifications such as a
bear with mange that led to a number of Bigfoot reports. But what if you were in the
woods, you didn't believe it but then experienced something that looked like Bigfoot,
as happened to one of the people in our church? We continue to carry out the same
testing, because while we have experienced something, none of us will always
interpret that happened, perfectly.

In regard to logic, I encourage you to learn some basic logic principles and begin
testing claims & evidences using them. Let me just encourage you with one -
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logically understanding statistics. Recently a major group said people should stop
eating red meat because it increases the chance of colon cancer in men by 17%.
Normally people assume that 17% is 17% of all the 3.5 billion men in the world. But
it is actually just 17% of whatever percent of the ailment strikes men. You must
ALWAYS look up that amount because they seem to never put it in the article - it
takes all the power out of their argument. Even though colon cancer is the 3'^'^ leading
cancer-the rate is quite low - a 50 year old man has just a 1.8% of getting it - so it is
17% of 1.8% which means we are only talking about an increase of only 3 men per
100,000 - that's dwarfed by the problems that would come from low iron, protein, key
vitamins & minerals found in red meat if all men stopped eating it. People are easily
deceived by statistics presented this way, because the writers know they won't go
back to get the information needed to understand or test those statements

In the summer of 1970 or 71,1 was hanging around with some teens in Erie, PA. It
was a popular time for UFOs, so one of the guys came up with this idea that we
should make one. It took a couple days, but we made a very convincing one out of
balsa wood and a shiny silvery covering, about 4 feet in diameter. We filled it with
helium balloons from a store and released it at night using some spot lights to
occasionally illuminate it. Each of us went to a different section of the neighborhood
and yelled for people to come out and look up, then took off before we were
recognized and did the same another block away. We estimated hundreds came out to
see it, then the lights went off and we disappeared. No explanation was ever given for
what they saw. Sometimes, the explanation takes decades to come out, but it can be as
simple as some industrious teens wanting to try something new!

f'.or
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